How data governance technologies can democratize data sharing for community well-being
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Abstract

Data sharing efforts to allow underserved groups and organizations to overcome the concentration of power in our data landscape. A few special organizations, due to their data monopolies and resources, are able to decide which problems to solve and how to solve them. But even though data sharing creates a counterbalancing democratizing force, it must nevertheless be approached cautiously. Underserved organizations and groups must navigate difficult barriers related to technological complexity and legal risk. To examine what those common barriers are, one type of data sharing effort—data trusts—are examined, specifically the reports commenting on that effort. To address these practical issues, data governance technologies have a large role to play in democratizing data trusts safely and in a trustworthy manner. Yet technology is far from a silver bullet. It is dangerous to rely upon it. But technology that is no-code, flexible, and secure can help more responsibly operate data trusts. This type of technology helps innovators put relationships at the center of their efforts.

Policy Significance Statement

Public interest data produced by private companies represent an opportunity to promote community well-being, especially by improving key economic indicators. With new data sharing arrangements, less-resourced innovators—including individual researchers, citizen developers, local communities, and small-and-medium-sized enterprises—can access sufficient data to fuel artificial intelligence and data analytics, reframe problems, and solve them in new ways. This will also have the effect of empowering people to solve problems locally, potentially creating more responsible and trustworthy solutions that better meet the needs of their communities. This piece identifies key challenges policymakers are likely to face in data sharing arrangements, providing a map of technical solutions that they must consider to create trustworthy data sharing by default.
Google’s Sidewalk Toronto has propelled new data sharing efforts to the headlines of popular publications like Vice1 and The Atlantic.2 These efforts are a promising strategy for civicly minded companies and governments. Yet experts and innovators—who are leading data sharing efforts—have raised concerns about the ability of sharing initiatives to protect3 user data, comply with increasingly complex regulations such as California’s Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and further solidify the market power of a few.

In light of this, new data governance technologies may help. They can help more, especially those with fewer resources, develop safer and more effective new data sharing arrangements. Sharing data responds to a concern levied against powerful technology companies—one that goes beyond standard privacy and security risks they pose. Critics argue that a few special organizations, due to their data monopolies and technical resources, are able to decide which problems are solved and how.4

With these new data sharing arrangements, less-resourced innovators—including individual researchers, citizen developers, local communities, and small-and-medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)—can access sufficient data to fuel artificial intelligence and data analytics, reframe problems, and solve them in new ways. This will also have the effect of empowering people to solve problems locally, potentially creating more responsible and trustworthy solutions that better meet the needs of their communities.

In the following, this paper identifies (a) the potential benefits of data sharing, especially for community well-being and then launches into (b) key challenges and solutions from these data sharing efforts, using data trusts as a key case study. Section 1 identifies a major benefit of these data sharing initiatives, particularly the potential to develop better metrics. Section 2 dives into the experiences of one important community-based data sharing approach—the data trust—and explores technology interventions to safeguard well-being.

1. The Promise of Data Sharing

Public interest data produced by private companies represent an opportunity to promote community well-being, especially by improving key economic indicators. In the last decade, public interest data have multiplied. Previously, government institutions positioned themselves as the largest producers of public data around the world, with an emphasis on collection for the production of census data.

Now, private companies are a major source of similar data. This is driven by the growth of the digital economy, pervading basic determinants of community well-being, such as healthcare, housing, transportation, education, and food. Furthermore, these data are being produced at a rapid rate—from a census that occurs every decade to one that is updated in real time.

Take one data sharing example that has important well-being implications: the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) used by countries worldwide. Agricultural, industrial, and service data inform it, providing a window into the health of various economies, like states and cities. Yet the GDP misses many other vital economic and social sector data,5 including the distribution of resources, childcare work, tourism-based service work, and happiness.

Tourism-based service work, for instance, is now readily captured by numerous digital services, such as Airbnb,6 allowing governments to monitor the use of accommodation services. Take Airbnb’s
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recent decision to share data with the City of Portland. This decision not only allows the city to evaluate vital economic data missing from GDP better, but also mitigate the impact of these new innovations on key aspects of community well-being, such as housing affordability or violations of local housing laws.7

Finally, opportunities to make data sharing easier advance innovation for the public good. Before data exchanges, organizations like hospitals or health technology startups would face significant legal barriers to obtaining personal health information.8 Now, these organizations can purchase these directly from patients, who may have voluntarily shared and pooled their data into an exchange, like a cooperative data trust, a concept explored further in the following section. Now that patients have more bargaining power to benefit and control the use of their data, they may be incentivized to share more data, reversing prior trends where patients would rarely benefit from transfers of their data. More data supplies may also mean more organizations, not just the most resourced, can access that data. As more organizations have better insight into critical problems, like healthcare, societies may end up with more dynamic, innovative ecosystems.

2. Problems and Solutions in Data Sharing: Case Study of Data Trusts

While there are multiple definitions about their scope and form,9 data sharing generally has two forms. The first involves efforts to pool data into a central organization, allowing more people to access or analyze that data directly. The second type is not pooled into a central repository. Instead, limited amounts of data are shared with select third parties—such as a local government and nonprofit—from one source, like Airbnb.

To examine what those common barriers are, one type of data sharing effort—data trusts—are examined. Data governance technologies have a large role to play in democratizing safe data sharing efforts like these.

Neil Lawrence, a professor of machine learning at the University of Sheffield, argues that data trusts are a vehicle to promote “data democracies,10” where more can participate in a data-driven society. In a world of more data sharing, organizations can empower citizens and “bring them along for the technology ride.”11

But with great power comes great responsibility. Managing such data sharing efforts comes with a variety of operational barriers, which span technology burdens and legal risks. Due to these issues, those with the most resources are set up to drive the design and operations of data trusts, much like they are able to in other highly regulated technical spaces.12

While it is dangerous to rely on technology entirely, governance technologies like these have an important role to play in helping innovators spend less time on administrative tasks and center their work on building relationships and identifying the most critical use cases.

2.1. Problem 1: The lack of “data literacy and skills”

Data trusts are technically complicated to operate. One design architecture to consider is the use of a no-code data policy platform. This problem, at its heart, is about the sophistication of data skills needed to
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provision access to data, create workflows for multiparty data sharing, and connecting data from multiple
sources.

University of London’s legal data whitepaper\textsuperscript{13} calls data literacy “one of the most significant
challenges.” Open Data Institute’s (ODI) report on its data trust pilot, GovLab’s reflections on data
collaboratives,\textsuperscript{14} and Center for International Governance Innovation’s analysis\textsuperscript{15} of data trusts also
highlight this concern.

Tools like policy engines that can control data without code can help mitigate the barrier of this skills
gap. Freed of the need to code, nontechnical data trust operators can create policies and authorizations
themselves. This means companies can respond to data regulations and access and generate insights from
data from months to days.

Consider one data trust’s data sharing agreement, which would hide sensitive data from everyone
except those in the compliance role. Instead of writing custom code, a data governance official can choose
drop-down options to create this policy. The policy statement can state: \textit{mask all data tagged “sensitive
data” for everyone except those in “data compliance.”} Once executed, this policy—if combined with
tools like data unification that connects databases—will apply to all relevant datasets.

Turnkey legal frameworks further address the literacy gap. Inspired the legal frameworks credit unions
use to manage millions of their members’ data, Alex Pentland’s group at MIT has developed software
systems for implementing them more easily\textsuperscript{16}. Governance issues ranging from express member
directives to terms of use are automatically executed to mitigate the barriers to using these frameworks.
Importantly, the incentives of the cooperative entity are aligned because of its information fiduciary
responsibilities to its individual members\textsuperscript{17}, facilitating trustworthy data sharing.

2.2. Problem 2: Navigating privacy laws
The problems do not end with the lack of technical skills to execute the protection of data. Experts also
find it challenging\textsuperscript{18} to design legally justified \textit{methods} to protect data adequately, especially in relation to
increasingly complex privacy laws, such as CCPA and GDPR.

One solution is to invest more in applied methods\textsuperscript{19} to obscure, generalize, or aggregate data,
especially in methods that better navigate the privacy-utility trade-off.

University of London’s whitepaper identifies two\textsuperscript{20} critical legal constraints to data sharing. The first
concerns whether trusts can share and use the data at all. Privacy regulations, like the GDPR, require
organizations to limit their processing based on the purpose of the data collection. In other words, using
data for new purposes is prohibited unless there is a legal justification for processing, such as fresh consent
or legitimate business interests.

\textsuperscript{13} Data trusts: legal and governance considerations—Open Data …. Available at https://theodi.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/
\textsuperscript{14} How to Scale Data Collaboratives? Data Stewards Network …. (2019, March 26). Available at https://medium.com/data-
\textsuperscript{17} Trusted Data: A New Framework for Identity and Data Sharing. Edited by Thomas Hardjono, David L. Shrier, Alex Pentland
(2019, October 18).
\textsuperscript{18} Building Trust Through Data Foundations (2019, December 2). Available at https://cdn.southampton.ac.uk/assets/imported/
\textsuperscript{20} Data trusts: legal and governance considerations—Open Data …. Available at https://theodi.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/
Trusts help overcome these legal constraints because beneficial owners have likely consented to specific uses in advance. In BrightHive’s data trust, for instance, data subjects will agree to a data trust agreement that governs the usage of that data, including, for instance, who can access the data, how much data, for what purposes, how long, how the data will be protected by default, and the procedures the trust must take to make changes to these rules.

Regardless of this consent, most data sharing approaches will take a risk-based approach, often defaulting to aggregate statistics for most use cases and allowing the use of fine-grained statistics when the benefits outweigh the risks, which are mitigated through additional controls and applied methods to reduce re-identification risks, as further discussed below.

This issue leads to the second concern: whether trusts will sufficiently protect the confidentiality of sensitive data. Companies must make sure that data are being viewed only by those who must. Furthermore, those users only see the minimum level of data they must, not more than necessary. A complementary approach is the use of use-based privacy (Bagdasaryan et al., 2019), concretely implemented in frameworks like Ancile.

Aside from complying with legal requirements, confidentiality will help third parties contribute data. The ODI, for instance, identified “concerns about reputation impact” as a critical barrier to providing access to data. Organizations and individuals were worried that data users would use their data for the wrong purposes or see too precise data that allow them to re-identify data subjects and paint them in a “negative light.”

Applied methods, such as masking, sampling, k-anonymization, and differential privacy, help address these reputational concerns. In contrast, companies that only rely on security—as Uber likely did in 2014—might be tempted to violate privacy by providing cleartext access to all employees who simply meet security requirements. Uber employees were found to be spying on politicians, celebrities, or even ex-girlfriends without the right privacy controls in place.

Instead, de-identification tools can wisely parcel access based on user attributes and purpose. Such tools enable organizations to avoid black-and-white security controls, like Uber’s prior system, where all users have access to all data or none at all. Role-based access control (Ferraiolo et al., 1995), a staple technique in the cybersecurity world, allows for a graduated approach to assigning permissions and levels of access to the data that are stored in a data trust. The utilization of this methodology will improve trust of the users who provide their data to the data trust.

Consider a situation where only those in the group “Human Resources” might see related Human Resources datasets. Or only those with the purpose of “Improving Vehicle Operations” might see datasets tagged with that purpose. Or those in the group “data scientist” with the purpose “Healthcare Treatment Analytics” can only see personal health information that has been k-anonymized (Sweeney, 2002), where the distinguishability of records has been minimized, making it difficult for attackers to identify individuals that are part of the dataset. By using these techniques, organizations can better meet key privacy requirements of regulations like the GDPR, while maintaining enough utility to meet their end users’ needs.

Beyond de-identification tools, responsible data sharing entities will have policies that protect data by default. For instance, a data trust should strongly consider nulling or making differentially private all sensitive data by default, except for those with special attributes or purposes. If users do not meet these conditions, their view of the data are limited to anonymized data or aggregate statistics. As a result, even if a successful hacker
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24 “A release provides k-anonymity protection if the information for each person contained in the release cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose information also appears in the release.”
breaches the account of a typical user or discovers the encryption key, hackers will only see a hash or blank. With less valuable data to expose, de-identification mitigates the harm of data incidents, like a data breach. In other words, the “surface area” of attack has decreased. The additional benefit of using a data trust is that it safeguards data disclosure even in the face of new complementary datasets that become available for a hacker to mount an attack based on the mosaic effect and other associated data correlation techniques (Gupta, 2018). This also helps mitigate the problem of storing data in a centralized repository which becomes a more attractive target for hackers, constituting a single point of failure (Simmonds et al., 2004).

Applied methods are far from perfect. Yet these tools help data trusts align with the expectations of a data sharing entity’s members, ultimately producing more trustworthy data systems.

2.3. Problem 3: Auditing data access

Even if data trusts have implemented the best processes, failure is always a possibility and, thus, auditing is a necessity. To address this issue, data sharing arrangements can use secure sandboxes, where data usage is continuously monitored and auditable, to access and manipulate data. As identified in the risk management model25 “three lines of defense,” auditing processes are the third line to ensure harm to the trust and its data users are limited. Similarly, the principle of accountability—of which auditing is a critical application—is a critical feature of GDPR.

This focus on auditing is echoed in various reflections about existing data sharing projects. GovLab, for instance, identified26 how many felt that “regulatory oversight and audit processes should be established…” [otherwise] there is potential for irresponsible data processes to perpetuate and create harms.” Similarly, Sean McDonald27 critiqued Google’s data trust for lacking few “resources, investigatory powers, and punitive authority” for auditing its activity. For leaders in the data trust space, auditing is clearly top-of-mind.

Yet auditing is operationally difficult. Databases likely have different policies about who can access these databases and why. As a result, users and third parties may be violating the purpose limitations of highly sensitive data. Manual processes, furthermore, make it difficult to consistently document and audit data user behavior. With the costs and delays of auditing, companies may be tempted to shortchange this behavior, increasing the risk of violating the trust of data sharers.

In order to provide consumers with this information, organizations can consider secure sandboxes to make auditing easier to manage. A sandbox refers to a security mechanism to execute an untested process, such as a data sharing arrangement. Instead of releasing sensitive data to third parties without further involvement in its use (i.e., what some call the “release-and-forget28” model), a secure sandbox maintains adherence to policies and regulations by design.

A critical component of a sandbox is an identity protocol. Such a protocol attempts to solve29 the lack of a unified system to authenticate personal or digital identities online. In the physical world, tools such as driver’s licenses and passports, help solve this problem, albeit imperfectly, once one considers the rise of identity theft.

While there is no perfect or universally-accepted digital solution now, digital data sharing systems can use “identity and access management” tools to define, manage, and authenticate the roles and access
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privileges of online identities accessing secure sandboxes. While these tools are not global or unified, they nonetheless provide a reliable method of authenticating identities to highly sensitive data.

Building on a meaningful identity protocol, data sharing initiatives using secure sandboxes can also use a single access and control layer for all of its data. Because all data passes through a unified data layer—often assisted by data virtualization technologies—all data activities can be monitored and reported in a more efficient manner, without having to move data manually or make data copies. An example of access and control is the nulling of data columns tagged “personal data,” except for groups with special permissions or purposes.

To track and report on the usage of these data, immutable audit logs are a critical tool. These logs can be reported to key stakeholders, who can verify compliance with internal policies and regulations. Immutability, furthermore, “enhances confidence that the audit trail has not been tampered with, even by the database administrator.”

Again, technology cannot resolve what some call the “ugly” questions with regard to auditing data trusts. For one, to require audits of such magnitude, data trusts would have to garner “a relatively rare amount of enforcement power for someone other than a government regulator.” While technologies like the above do not guarantee compliance, by at least reducing the costs of auditing, enforcement may be more likely.

2.4. Problem 4: Developing evidence of need

While data governance technologies cannot directly address this barrier, it can reduce administrative burdens so that innovators can focus on building relationships and identifying evidence of need for data sharing. The ODI identifies that the first barrier to a trust is a “lack of evidence” about the utility of sharing data. It found that the barriers to sharing data often outweighed their perceived benefits. The technology stacks above may help reduce the perceived costs of sharing data, such as confidentiality concerns and the lack of data skills, bolstering more data sharing projects.

Yet, those who start data trusts require deeply human techniques—not technology—to develop evidence that they are solving a real, painful problem. Despite its near-cliche status, framework like “minimum viable product” may help guide such efforts to develop that evidence cheaply and quickly.

Active listening is required to identify pain points of stakeholders. Creativity is required to design “minimally viable” prototypes to test whether the data trust will solve identified problems. Perseverance is required to iterate on deficiencies. And judgment—aide by frameworks like the ODI’s data ethics canvas and Future of Privacy Forum’s open data risk assessment—is required to mitigate problems before they arise. Again, data governance technologies enable such prototypes. They reduce the costs of otherwise prohibitive investments into information technology, legal, and data officers.

But relationships must be at the center of any data sharing arrangement. Building trust via transparency in these relationships between the data fiduciaries and the data subjects will be critical for the success of a data trust.

33 See note 32.
35 SHARED ODI Data Ethics Canvas User … Google Docs. Available at https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MkvoAP86CwimbBD0dxySVCO0zeVOpud_buiA6kHV73M/edit (accessed 22 January 2020).
2.5. Recommendations

In sum, four data governance technologies help address key challenges in sharing data. From our survey of challenges and solutions, future data sharing initiatives should consider these problems and solutions:

1. Problem 1: Significant data engineering skills to control data. Solution: A no-code data policy platform to control data can reduce the engineering burden to manage and control data.

2. Problem 2: Complex data protection laws. Solution: Automated usage of applied methods to obscure, generalize, and/or aggregate data.

3. Problem 3: Difficulty of auditing data usage. Solution: Secure sandboxes to share and manipulate data, including systems to authenticate identities and provision access and control.

4. Problem 4: Identifying evidence of need for data sharing. Solution: Data governance technologies reduce administrative costs of sharing data safely, so that innovators can build meaningful relationships and identify use cases.

To be sure, technology is not a silver bullet. As Problem 4 also identifies, data sharing at its heart is about building new people-centered relationships.

In other words, data governance technologies cannot automate away key data governance questions. These include (a) why organizations and communities want to share and analyze data (e.g., the use cases for community well-being), (b) how to share data (e.g., policies and risk-based assessments), and (c) how decisions will be made (e.g., the creation of a charter, the designation of a data protection officer, and inclusive decision-making bodies). These other aspects of data governance are discussed at length in other work. Nonetheless, data governance tools can streamline execution—actually controlling data and mitigating risk based on these rules.

Ultimately, data governance technologies have an important opportunity to improve community well-being. Social problems such as housing or economic vitality require cross-sectoral solutions. Data sharing across sectors, especially the private and public, can inform better policies and uplift people safely.
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